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About 50 Red Hot 7 Clover Link™

GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type 50-line fixed, 3-rows-5-reel video slot 

Theme Fruits, Irish

GAME FEATURES



CLOVER FEATURE (Hold and Spin)
Two jackpots
One WILD symbol
One Scatter symbol

PAYOUT

Default maximum Win 20.299 times total bet

Hit Frequency (%) Approx. 14,52% at 50 lines played

Jackpot Two Jackpots with hit probability depending on the current bet 

Volatility

 

Variations

Variations (%) 90,0 91,6 92,3 93,8 94,6 95,7

GameID 13066 12570 12571 12572 12573 12574

Return (%) 90,02 91,55 92,27 93,77 94,55 95,59

GAME DESIGN

Game Theme and Graphics

Welcome to 50 Red Hot 7 Clover Link Edition™! It is a 50 lines, 5 reels / 3 rows 
game. Don't miss out on your chance to hit 2 jackpots. In the Clover Link Edition you can 
enter the CLOVER FEATURE by hitting 5 or more Clovers. Collect as many Clovers as 

getyou can while in the CLOVER FEATURE and  a great credits reward.

Main Game

The aim of 50 Red Hot 7 Clover Link™ is to line up five identical symbols next to each 
other from left to right across 50 fixed win lines. A minimum combination of three 
matching symbols starting from the leftmost reel pays out. The Wild symbol can appear 
on every reel to substitute all symbols except the Scatter to form winning combinations. 
There is a Scatter symbol in this game, which can appear on every reel. Most amazing is 
the chance to enter the CLOVER FEATURE, where you have 3 spins to collect as many 
Clovers as possible. With every new Clover, while in the CLOVER FEATURE, your 
respin count will be reset to 3.  amounts onAt the end of the CLOVER FEATURE all     visibl

added and paid out  If there is a full screen of Clover e Clover symbols will be   together  .
symbols the prize will be doubled, except a jackpot. There are 2 possible jackpots to win 
while in the main game and in the CLOVER FEATURE.



Rules

All prizes are for combinations of adjacent symbols of a kind on selected lines, 
except Scatters.
All prizes are for combinations left to right, except Scatters.
Highest win only paid on each selected line and per Scatter combination.
Scatter symbols pay at any position on screen.
Scatter wins and line wins are added.
Scatter symbols can appear on all reels.
Wild symbols appear on all reels and substitute for all symbols on the same reel, 
except Scatters.
Malfunction voids all pays and plays.
5 or more scattered  of any color trigger the CLOVER FEATURE with 3 re-Clovers
spins.
The  that triggered the CLOVER FEATURE are held and all other positions Clovers
are re-spun.
Appearing new  during the CLOVER FEATURE are also held and the Clovers
number of remaining re-spins is reset to 3.
The CLOVER FEATURE ends when either no re-spins are remaining or when the 
screen is fully filled with .Clovers
All visible prizes on  are awarded at the end of the CLOVER FEATURE.Clovers
All CLOVER FEATURE games are played with triggering bet and lines.
A Fullscreen of 15  during the CLOVER FEATURE doubles all visible Clovers
prizes, including the MINI and MINOR bonus, but excluding the GRAND and 
MAJOR JACKPOT.
Golden Clover symbols can appear multiple times during the base game and 
CLOVER FEATURE. Pays only during the CLOVER FEATURE. Available prize 
multipliers are up to 100 times of total bet. In case of a jackpot win up to 400 times 
of total bet.
Grand Jackpot Clover appears on reels 1st, 3rd and 5th during the base game and 
CLOVER FEATURE, with 1 being the leftmost, and 5 being the rightmost reel. Pays 
immediately when it appears on all three reels. If only one or two GRAND symbols 
appear during the CLOVER FEATURE they will transform into Clovers with prize 
multipliers.
Major Jackpot Clover appears only once per base game or CLOVER FEATURE. 
Pays immediately upon appearing.
Mini or Minor Clover can appear multiple times during the base game and CLOVER 
FEATURE. Pays only during the CLOVER FEATURE. Pays each time it appears on 
screen during the CLOVER FEATURE.

PAYTABLE

SYMBOL 5x 4x 3x 2x LINE SCATTER SPECIAL FUNCTION

Grapes 400 40 10 x 

Melon 200 40 10 x 

Plum 200 40 10 x

Lemon 50 20 5 x

Orange 50 20 5 x

Cherry 50 20 5 x

Scatter 25000 1000 250 x

Wild 1000 500 50 x
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